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Abstract

Summarization and content exploration are crucial for dealing with the information over-

load we increasingly face on a daily basis. This work presents an initial investigation and a

prototype system for a novel interactive summarization approach based on a unique knowl-

edge representation schema for multiple texts. While common summarization methods

merely provide a high level overview of source texts, ours can gradually expose all other

details in an interactive manner. Our system provides a bullet-style summary and incorpo-

rates interaction mechanisms, in so allowing to attain the most important information first

and then to interactively drill down to more specific details.

The knowledge representation utilized as the system’s infrastructure represents infor-

mation conveyed jointly in a set of texts. It merges the redundancies and provides the full

content of the texts in a structured manner. This benefits our goal of generating a summary

that can expose all the information in the source texts. The formation of the structured

representation is carried out by consolidating extracted information bits using coreference

methods. An annotation tool we developed, based on the representation specification, as-

sisted expert annotators in creating a dataset of structures representing the information in

sets of news event tweets.

We employ methods of natural language generation on the structured data to generate

summary sentences, and extract complementing metadata for the summary. These gener-

ated information fragments are the building blocks of the explorative interactive summary

that we present in a dedicated web application.

To assess the usefulness of our system, we conduct usability studies on our interac-

tive summarization prototype implementation using the annotated gold standard knowl-

edge representations as a base. These studies suggest the utility of our approach for text

exploration and motivate the continuation of this project via reinforcement of existing com-

ponents and extension to new ones.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multi-document summarization (MDS) techniques aim to assist readers in obtaining the

most important information when examining multiple texts on a topic. The dominant MDS

approach focuses on constructing a short summary of some targeted length, capturing the

most important information, mimicking a manually-crafted “static" summary. As an alter-

native, few papers considered interactive summarization, where the presented information

can be interactively explored by the user according to needs and interest [Christensen et al.,

2014, Leuski et al., 2003, Yan et al., 2011].

In this work we propose further contribution to this approach, focusing on interactive

abstractive summarization. We suggest that an abstractive summarization approach, based

on extracted “atomic" facts, is particularly suitable in the interactive setting as it allows

more flexible information presentation. Intuitively, it makes more sense for a user to ex-

plore information at the level of individual facts, rather than the coarser level of full original

sentences, as in prior work on interactive extractive summarization (see Chapter 2).

We build on the abstractive approach in supporting several modes of interaction. First,

we present information in a bullet-style summary, where the most important information

is initially displayed in bullet sentences, while further details may be obtained by unfold-

ing additional bullets. Specifically, we implemented this approach for summarizing news

tweets on a certain event along a time line. Another mode of interaction is through the

expansion of items in the summary. The concept expansion allows viewing additional in-

formation about a concept via its alternative term mentions, while tracking the concept

1



occurrences throughout the summary, and the sentence expansion shows complementary

information on a generated summary sentence. These auxiliary pieces of information are

hidden in static summaries that use original sentences (extractive) or choose a single term

per concept (abstractive).

To facilitate the modular construction of interactive summaries, we utilize as input

a consolidated representation of texts, in particular the Open Knowledge Representation

(OKR) of Wities et al. [2017] to which I was contributing as part of this thesis. Briefly, this

representation captures the propositions of the texts, where co-referring concepts or propo-

sitions are collapsed together while keeping links to the original mentions (see Chapter

3). We leverage OKR structures to extract information at the level of atomic facts, to ex-

pand information from collapsed mentions and to retrieve the sources from which summary

sentences were derived.

The novelties of our interactive scheme call for verifying its effectiveness and useful-

ness for users. For that, we have implemented our approach in a prototype system (Chap-

ter 4). This system automatically produces an interactive summary from input OKR data,

which we assume to be parsed from original texts by an external black-box tool. We have

examined our system through a set of standard usability tests [Brooke, 1996, Lund, 2001]

on gold standard OKR datasets that enabled us to study its contribution in isolation (Chap-

ter 5). Our results show that the proposed system is highly valuable for readers, providing

an appealing alternative to standard static summarization.

The input OKR structures to our prototype system which were used in our user studies

have been gold standard ones, which were annotated using an annotation tool that we have

implemented based on a specification and annotation guidelines created for the represen-

tation scheme. Expert annotators annotated 27 news events consisting of a total of 1257

Tweets1. The evaluation was performed on interactive summaries generated from six of the

larger gold standard events, consisting of about 100 tweets each.

The prototype interactive summarization system described in this thesis is a proof of

concept that has proven itself advantageous for information exploration, both through our

1Tweets are free text messages of up to 140 characters written by anyone on the Twitter platform at
www.twitter.com
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preliminary evaluation and from much positive feedback received while presenting the

work in several gatherings. Therefore, we have started work, as a next stage of this project,

on fully automating the system end-to-end. Specifically, in place of the gold standard OKR

structures, much effort is required to create an automatic parser for the OKR. The interac-

tive summary we generate from OKR structures can be used as an extrinsic evaluator of the

OKR parser. First findings on the baseline OKR parser, through the interactive summary,

reveal the work that needs to be put forth in order to make it a reliable pipeline module for

applications to use as an infrastructure (Chapter 6).

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:

Related work is outlined in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the contribution to the formation

of the OKR as part of this thesis. In Chapter 4, the process taken to shape the interactive

summary and its exploration interface is described. The evaluation of the prototype system

and its results are examined in Chapter 5. Finally we conclude in Chapter 6 and specify the

next steps of this project and future work.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

Summarization is a widely researched field with various paradigms utilizing a wide range

of algorithms and infrastructures. This thesis focuses on the relatively under-examined area

of interactive summarization, and the use of a consolidated text representation as its basis.

In this chapter we outline some background and related work on knowledge represen-

tations of texts, that can serve as a preliminary step in summarization by organizing and

consolidating information, as well as summarization in general and dynamic summariza-

tion in particular.

2.1 Knowledge Representation

There is considerable motivation to transform texts into a consolidated representation, e.g.,

to ease its processing and knowledge extraction and sharing, in different applications. The

challenge here is the identification and consolidation of "atomic" information units in the

text(s).

A commonly known textual representation task is Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) [Car-

reras and Màrquez, 2005] consisting of the detection of the semantic arguments associated

with the predicate (or verb) of a sentence and their classification into roles. For example,

in the sentence “John broke the window with a rock”, “break” is identified as the predicate,

and its arguments “John”, “window” and “rock” are assigned with the roles of “agent”,

“theme” and “instrument” respectively. In Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) [Ba-
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narescu et al., 2013], a sentence is broken into pre-defined frames of semantic representa-

tions. The sentence “The boy wants to go” falls into the frame of the verb “want” which

is pre-defined to include arg0 as the entity who wants something (the boy), and arg1 as

the thing that is wanted (to go). These models and other such variations concentrate on

structuring single sentences.

The next degree of textual representation is on a multi-text level, which calls for the

additional effort of consolidating structures of several texts. For example, Zhuge [2012]

present the Event Semantic Link Network where the semantic nodes of the network are

events extracted from the source texts and edges are relations between events. Coreference

resolution on concepts and events are conducted within and across texts to aggregate the

common information. Another event centric model is presented in Vossen et al. [2016],

Rospocher et al. [2016] where news articles are represented as graphs. Event nodes are

linked to DBPedia [Auer et al., 2007], an RDF knowledge base1, with the goal of enriching

entities and events with dynamic knowledge. In contrast, in concept centered models such

as concept maps [Novak et al., 1984] nodes contain concepts and edges are the relationships

between them. Additionally, some work has been done to consolidate a few single sentence

structures to form a multi-text representation, such as with AMR in Liu et al. [2015].

2.2 Text Summarization

We start off by giving some background on the text summarization task in general, which,

as stated above, is a rich and diverse topic. Then, more closely related work, on interactive

summarization, will be reviewed.

2.2.1 Dimensions in the Summarization Task

Summarization is commonly known as the task of succinctly covering the main points of

a given text, where texts range from single sentences to multiple long documents. In gen-

eral, summarization can be divided into models of single text vs. multiple texts, extractive

vs. abstractive and generic vs. biased.
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Description_Framework
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Single Text vs. Multiple Texts. As it suggests, a single text’s summary provides a short-

ened version of the original text including the most salient information.

Moving to multiple texts imposes the additional challenges of recognizing coreferring

concepts across the texts. For example, concepts can be mentioned in different wording

across texts due to context.

Both variants are relevant for different lengths of texts. Some summarization systems

focus on the sentence level (such as Chopra et al. [2016], Olariu [2014]), some on para-

graphs or short articles (such as Rush et al. [2015]) and others on longer documents (such

as Goldstein et al. [2000], Conroy and Davis [2015]).

Extractive vs. Abstractive. Summaries that concatenate original excerpts from the texts

are called extractive. The advantage of this approach is that the text is known (or at least

assumed) to be grammatical. In most cases, text fragments (e.g. sentences) are ranked for

saliency, and the highest ranking ones are chosen for the summary. Ordering the selected

fragments is also important to make the final summary understandable with a clear and

coherent flow.

The opposing approach is abstractive summarization, where new text is synthesized

for the summary of the source text. The most noticeable fragility here is the readability

of the generated text. Often to overcome this obstacle, predefined textual templates are

filled with chosen concepts from the source texts, hence this must naturally fit very specific

genres of text for particular domains (like for product reviews in Gerani et al. [2014]). As

generalization of the generation increases, maintaining coherence becomes a more intricate

task, that cannot fully rely on templates. The sequence-to-sequence neural network models

have also made their way into abstractive summarizing due to their ability to generate word

sequences from a given source text (such as in Nallapati et al. [2016]).

Generic vs. Biased. In generic summarization, the given summary usually has a prede-

fined length and is final once output. A generic summarization system deterministically

outputs the same summary for a certain inputed source text, and attempts to identify the

important pieces of information based on the text contents.

6



A biased summary is generally one that is adjusted to its consumer. The rationale is to

fit the summary according to individual users’ needs. Each user is interested in different

parts of the information in the source texts, and the summary should therefore be flexible

to those interests. One method falling under this category is query focused summarization

[Daumé III and Marcu, 2006, Baumel et al., 2014]. Here the summary is updated according

to the user’s queries or some kind of faceted navigation. The update summarization task

(introduced in Dang and Owczarzak [2008]) aims to construct summaries with relation to

information already seen by a user. For example, if the user has already reviewed certain

topics on a subject, the summarization system will take this into account and generate a

summary that does not repeat information already known by the user, but rather emphasize

knowledge that is unfamiliar to her.

2.2.2 Methods

The main subtasks of summarization include (1) breaking down the source texts to text

fragments, (2) selection of fragments for the summary, (3) ordering these selected chunks

and finally (4) generating text based on them to form the summary. There are vast efforts

at tackling these summarization subtasks. Each summarization variation, out of the dimen-

sions mentioned above, is approached with methods more fitted to its needs, therefore there

tend to be more prevalent practices in each of them.

For any of the subtasks, we can generally identify methods that are rule based or use su-

pervised learning methods, and those that run unsupervised. The former might give better,

faster results than the latter, but usually are more domain specific or need larger volumes

of annotated data to train on. As a method of data collection, recently, crowdsourcing2 has

been used to collect data regarding isolated subtasks.

The text fragments withdrawn from the texts could be in the form of whole sentences (or

even larger chunks) for extractive summaries, or they could be phrases or atomic concepts

for abstractive summaries. There are many diverse manners of extracting these fragments

2Crowdsourcing is the practice of obtaining information or input into a task or project by enlisting the
services of a large number of people, either paid or unpaid, typically via the Internet.
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such as employing named entity recognition3 for central entities [Li, 2015], or SRL for

semantic frames [Wang et al., 2008].

To select content for the summary, a common method is assigning saliency scores to text

fragments. Many works spread the text fragments onto graphs and activate the LexRank

algorithm [Erkan and Radev, 2004] (or a variation of it) to mark central fragments, or a form

of integer linear programming to optimize the choice of fragments under some constraints

(Banerjee et al. [2015], Khosla et al. [2015], Li [2015], Gerani et al. [2014], Baumel et al.

[2014] to name a few). The saliency score can also be a function of the positioning of

the text fragment in the original document. For example, if something is mentioned in the

opening paragraphs of a document or article, it tends to be of higher importance in certain

genres [Bing et al., 2015]. Alternatively, Falke and Gurevych [2017] crowdsource salience

of entries in concept maps from which learning is used to automatically weight the contents

of a text.

The ordering of the salient information pieces can be done, for example, by simply

arranging them in accordance to their locations in the source texts [Banerjee et al., 2015],

or by aiming to maximize the estimated flow coherency within the summary contents, e.g.,

by using an optimization function [Li et al., 2016].

Generating the summary from the salient, ordered text fragments, again, depends on

the methods used in the previous stages. In abstractive summarization, the SimpleNLG

library [Gatt and Reiter, 2009] can be utilized to define rules for generating text from sets

of concepts or phrases. Alternatively, as mentioned earlier, pre-made templates can be

filled with entities.

There are algorithms that handle all the subtasks at once. For example, as mentioned

earlier, recurrent neural networks assist in sequence-to-sequence methods of summarizing

where the input is a short article (usually up to a few sentences) and the output is a sentence

summarizing the input text. It solves a specific variant of summarization and relies on a

large dataset.

3NER is surveyed in Nadeau and Sekine [2007].
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2.2.3 Datasets

There are few datasets that surface in the summarization literature. Some are relatively

small and are used for evaluation and comparison purposes, and others are larger and more

extensively used for learning.

The most well known and widely utilized datasets are the DUC4 (Document Under-

standing Conference) sets released from 2000 to 2007 and its successor, the TAC5 (Text

Analysis Conference) sets from 2008 to 2011, which were used for several summarization

tasks like a “main” single and multi document summarization and update summarization.

The datasets changed somewhat over the years in terms of the provided summaries’ sizes in

accordance with the main summarization tasks of that year. In general, tens of documents

on tens of topics were each summarized by several different annotators, producing multiple

(usually four) gold reference summaries of lengths ranging from 10 words to 400 words.

Sometimes summaries were extractive and at times abstractive, according to the tasks at

hand.

Another corpus common in the field is the CNN/Daily Mail dataset6, which includes

many thousands of short news articles, each paired with its headline and a short set of

highlights in the form of summarized bullet points. Naturally, this dataset is applicable

mainly for single document short summarization. The Gigaword corpus (Napoles et al.

[2012] present its latest version) contains millions of articles with their headlines, as well

as a great deal of NLP parsed metadata on the articles, including in-document coreference

chains.

2.2.4 Evaluations

Evaluation is a major weakness in summarization research. Even for human judgment, due

to complexity and subjectiveness, a summary is difficult to evaluate; automatic evaluation

is all the more challenging.

Still, some simple methods do exist. The Rouge package metrics [Lin, 2004] are the

4http://duc.nist.gov/
5https://tac.nist.gov/
6https://github.com/danqi/rc-cnn-dailymail
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accepted measures of evaluation in static summarization. These are based on the frequency

of n-grams common to both the reference summaries and the system summary. Although

the method has shown to correlate to human judgment on a certain degree, this kind of

metric is far from correctly evaluating the quality of a summary in terms of coherency,

salience, and even relatedness to the source text, never-the-less, due to its prevalence and

ease of use, it remains the customary method of evaluation.

The pyramid method [Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004] of evaluation is potentially more

suitable for inspecting whether a summary contains the more salient information. The

procedure requires laborious manual work in which “summary content units” (SCUs) are

selected from several provided manually written summaries on a text, and are counted

in each of the reference summaries. SCUs with higher frequency within the reference

summaries suggest their higher salience level as the different summary authors chose them

worthy for their summary. Due to the manual labor required for the process, including

writing several summaries and counting SCUs, it is less frequently used for evaluating

summarization in practice, and especially in early development stages.

Over the years, some variations and improvements, mostly based on the above cou-

ple of techniques, were proposed (like Louis and Nenkova [2009], Cohan and Goharian

[2016], Peyrard and Eckle-Kohler [2017]). Human judgment, via expert evaluators or

crowdsourcing, is currently the best, but most laborious, way of assessing summaries. Hu-

man judgment, for example, was applied in the DUC and TAC summarization competitions

to evaluate system summaries (in addition to automatic evaluation via the Rouge package).

Human evaluators scored system summaries (on a five-point scale) in terms of grammati-

cality, non-redundancy, referential clarity, focus, and structure and coherence7, as well as

responsiveness to the given topic statement when compared to other system summaries8.

2.2.5 Interactive Summarization

Interactive summarization is a broad term, which refers to providing a summary that a user

can interact with according to her desires or needs. As this description is very general, many

7http://duc.nist.gov/duc2005/quality-questions.txt
8http://duc.nist.gov/duc2005/responsiveness.assessment.instructions
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different modes of interaction could be utilized. Still, the subject is relatively unexplored

and few works have proposed such systems.

The iNeATS system [Leuski et al., 2003] was an early attempt for interactive summa-

rization, allowing explicit control over parameters such as length, participating elements,

etc. Yan et al. [2011] have studied a more implicit approach, attempting to discover user

preferences such as topics and contexts via user clicks. Both approaches involve repeatedly

updating a summary paragraph based on user feedback.

The more recent SUMMA system [Christensen et al., 2014] resembles ours in support-

ing hierarchical summarization. Salient summary sentences are high in the hierarchy and

further details can be discovered by drilling down into lower levels.

All of the aforementioned methods compute extractive summaries, which are composed

of full sentences from the original texts. In comparison, our abstractive approach has a

few appealing advantages. Most importantly, this approach facilitates the construction of

flexible bullet-style summaries, since we are not confined to existing sentences, which may

combine several atomic facts of varying saliency or require textual context. This, in turn,

allows users to browse data at the level of atomic facts and avoids the need to regenerate

the summary in order to incorporate user feedback. It also enables better control of the

semantic overlap between the generated summary sentences.
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Chapter 3

Open Knowledge Representation

Our interactive summarization system is based on a consolidated representation for the

information in multiple texts. The Open Knowledge Representation (OKR) [Wities et al.,

2017] is a particular scheme developed in our lab as an ongoing project. Its intent, as

in other representation schemes, is to consolidate the information in given source texts

by merging redundancies into a graph-like structure. The structure is not limited to any

closed set of frames or predefined sub-structures, making it an “open” representation. This

representation is unique in that it consolidates all the information in multiple texts, since

it is not limited to specific semantic frames. When the representation evolves into a fully

functioning module, we expect it to be a highly useful part of an NLP pipeline on which

many applications can be based, our interactive summarization being just one of them.

The work on this project is a group effort of many lab members, and was initially led

by Rachel Wities under the guidance of Professor Ido Dagan, while I participated in this

effort as part of my thesis work. Most notably I developed the OKR annotation tool and

contributed to defining the OKR annotation process (section 3.2) and formalism. We now

overview the work done as part of the development of the first OKR version, and then

briefly explain the ongoing efforts for the second and improved version.
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Figure 3-1: Four tweets on an event and their OKR structure.

3.1 OKR Specification

We illustrate the components of the first version of the OKR formalism that are central to

our summarization method via the example OKR structure in Figure 3-1 (see Wities et al.

[2017] for full details). On the top, there are four original tweets. On the bottom, there

are two consolidated propositions (marked P1 and P2) and four entities (marked E1-E4)

derived from these tweets. The figure depicts three types of links captured in OKR, as

follows.

Mention links connect each proposition or entity with its set of mention terms, namely,

every form of reference to the entity/proposition throughout the texts. E.g., E1 from Fig-

ure 3-1 is mentioned in the tweets as “man”, “shooter” or “Radcliffe Haughton”. Men-

tions of propositions are stored as templates with argument placeholders, e.g., “[a2] dead

in [a3]”. Through their mentions, entities and propositions are further linked with their

occurrences in the original texts (omitted from the figure).

Argument links connect propositions with their arguments, which may be entities or

(nested) propositions. Since a proposition may have several templates with different ar-

guments, argument IDs (marked a1-a3 in P1) are used to capture co-referring arguments

within the same proposition. For example, a2 and a3 appear as arguments in two of P1’s
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templates, and refer to entity E2 and proposition P2 respectively. For the gold standard

dataset (see subsection 3.3), we employ the QA-SRL annotation methodology1 to relate

between a predicate and its argument spans for its intuitiveness for non-expert annotators

[He et al., 2015]. For example in proposition P1, a question that could be asked about

argument a1 is “who killed someone?”.

Entailment links, marked by directed edges in Figure 3-1, track semantic inference (in

context) between different types of OKR components. For example, in E1, “Radcliffe

Haughton” entails “man” or “shooter”, namely, the former is more specific/informative

in the given context. Similarly, the template “. . . kills [a2]. . . ” in P1 entails the less infor-

mative “[a2] dead. . . ”.

In summary, the Open Knowledge Representation consists of the following: entities,

generated by detecting entity mentions and coreference; consolidated propositions, com-

posed of consolidated predicates and arguments, which are generated by detecting propo-

sition mentions and coreference relations between them; lexical entailment graphs for en-

tities, consolidated predicates and consolidated arguments, which specify the inference

relations between the elements within each of these components. This yields a compact

representation of all possible descriptions of the statements jointly asserted by the set of

texts, while tracking information containment between different descriptions as well as

tracking their (induced) supporting mentions.

3.2 Annotation

To assist expert annotators in the otherwise tedious and time-consuming annotation process,

I developed an annotation tool2 based on the formal specification and annotation guidelines

prepared for the OKR.

The input to the tool is a set of sentences on a topic, and the output is an XML document

with the full annotation information as annotated by the tool user. I.e., the XML document

contains the input text’s Open Knowledge Representation.

1In QA-SRL, a predicate and its argument are linked with a question that relates between the two, and in
effect defines the argument’s role with respect to the predicate.

2The annotation tool was developed as a desktop application in .Net technology for Windows.
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Figure 3-2: The annotation tool after all sentences of a particular event were annotated.
The top left is the current sentence. The top right is the current sentence’s annotated con-
cept mentions. The bottom half of the application contains the groups of propositions and
entities annotated throughout the whole set of sentences.

Each sentence is annotated separately, and each of its terms can be linked to a new

or existing entity or proposition. If a term is not relevant for the annotation, it can be

marked as “irrelevant” instead. Figure 3-2 shows a screenshot of the annotation tool after

a user annotated all 37 sentences of a news event. On the top left pane, the sentence to be

annotated is presented, and each of its terms is boxed. In the example sentence displayed

here, “Four dead in Wisconsin salon shooting, including gunman - http://t.co/vnWwNaza

Blogs”, the terms “Four dead in Wisconsin salon shooting including gunman” are linked

to propositions and entities, and the rest are marked as irrelevant. For example, as shown

in the top right pane, “shooting” is linked to proposition P5 with arguments “Wisconsin”

(linked to entity e2) as argument a2 and “salon” (linked to entity e3) as argument a1. We can

also see in the bottom left pane that proposition P5 depicting the “shooting”, is mentioned

35 times throughout all the sentences with up to 6 different arguments. Each of these 35

mentions may have been termed differently with different subsets of arguments. In the pane

on the bottom right, the entities annotated are displayed.

Figure 3-3a illustrates how the term “gunman” is linked to the previously encountered

entity “suspect” during the annotation process. The terms in the sentence are clickable and

their context menus allow linking them to their corresponding role.
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(a) Linking a mention to its entity. Here, the term
“gunman” is annotated to corefer to the entity “sus-
pect”. Any term in the sentence can be linked to either
an entity or proposition, or get marked as “irrelevant”.

(b) Construction of the entailment
graph of the entity “suspect”. Blue
edges signal equality, and green ar-
rows are for entailment relations
(read “X → Y” as “X entails Y”).

Figure 3-3: Some of the features in the annotation tool.

Once all sentences are annotated, the user can mark the inference relations between the

mentions within each entity and proposition separately. Figure 3-3b shows the entailment

editor of the entity “suspect”. Each mention within the entity can be linked to the others

with edges of equality, entailment or contradiction. In this example, “Radcliffe Haughton”

and “Radcliffe F. Haugh” are equal, and also entail, in the given context, “suspected gun-

man”, “Jamaican” and other more general mentions. The most general mention here is

“man”. Other than within entities and propositions, these relations are also marked in ar-

guments of propositions. For example if the location argument of a proposition contains

the two entities representing “Milwaukee” and “Wisconsin”, the “Milwaukee” entity would

entail the “Wisconsin” entity. Note that the city of Milwaukee does not, in general, entail

the state of Wisconsin, however it does so for the shooting location role (if the shooting

occurred in Milwaukee, then it occurred in Wisconsin).

While we have not conducted a formal usability study for this tool, it received positive

verbal feedback from the annotators that used it to collect the gold standard OKR dataset

detailed in section 3.3. Appendix A presents the annotation tool user manual and partial

examples of input and output.
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3.3 Dataset

We used news-related tweets collected in the Twitter Event Detection Dataset [McMinn

et al., 2013] which clusters tweets from major news networks and other sources discussing

the same event. News-related tweets are particularly suitable for embedding in OKR for

several reasons: (1) they represent self contained assertions, (2) they tend to be relatively

factual and succinct, and (3) by looking at several news sources we can obtain a corpus with

high redundancy, which our representation aims to address. While this dataset exhibits a

limited amount of linguistic complexity, making it suitable for a first investigation, it still

represents a practical use case of consolidating information in a large stream of tweets

about a news story.

Overall, 1257 tweets from 27 tweet clusters were annotated and released in a dataset in

the OKR format3. The annotation was performed by two native English speakers with lin-

guistic academic background, that had 10 hours of in-house training. The entire annotation

process took about 200 person-hours using the annotation tool.

Five clusters were annotated independently by both annotators and were used to mea-

sure their agreement on the task. The other clusters were annotated by one annotator and

reviewed by an expert. Overall, the agreement measurements indicate that the annotation

process does not require redundancy to ensure high quality results.

For further details on the OKR specification, annotation process and annotator agree-

ment measurements, see Wities et al. [2017].

3.4 Automatic Baseline Pipeline

Having described the manual process for constructing OKR, we now consider an automated

pipeline, which composes a few tools to automatically compute OKR for a given set of

texts. The importance of such a pipeline is, among others, in enabling to practically and

efficiently obtain OKR for larger corpora of texts (e.g., many thousands of tweets instead

of a few hundreds).

3The dataset, detailed annotation guidelines, the annotation tool and the baseline implementations are
available at https://github.com/vered1986/OKR.
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Generally, each component of the OKR structure can be derived from known “core”

NLP tasks, such as proposition extraction, entity extraction and coreference resolution.

Subsequently, a readily available means of automatically recovering OKR is through a

pipeline which uses off-the-shelf models for each of the subtasks.

For Proposition Mention detection we used Open IE propositions extracted with PropS

Stanovsky et al. [2016]. For Proposition and Entity coreference, mentions were clustered

based on simple lexical similarity metrics (e.g., lemma matching and Levenshtein distance),

shown to be effective on our news tweets.

The baseline pipeline incorporating these integrated components produced mediocre

preliminary results when compared with the gold standard. In addition, the automatic base-

line pipeline output was used to generate a summary (see further in Chapter 4) which is a

means of extrinsically evaluating (manually) the quality of OKR data. Although the result-

ing summary shows promise, the summary gave an inadmissible amount of inaccurate or

incoherent information when compared to a summary generated from gold-standard OKR

structures. As will be mentioned in Chapter 6, creating an automatic OKR parser is a cen-

tral activity in our lab as a separate project, with the interactive summary being a principal

application exploiting it.

3.5 Second Version of OKR

After assessing the OKR’s first version specification, some points for improvement were

detected, the main one being that the OKR structure could benefit from disregarding the

distinction between propositions and entities. This point could potentially greatly improve

the automatic OKR parsing procedure, and make the OKR structure more comparable to a

knowledge graph: every two connected nodes form a single atomic statement (e.g. “spa -

shooting” or “shooter - killed”). A visualization4 is presented in Figure 3-4, with a second

version OKR structure of four sentences. A Node represents a concept (entity or event),

and an edge is the relation between its two connected concepts. The edge label is either a

question or preposition describing the connection.

4The Gephi platform was used to create the visualization: https://gephi.org/.
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Once the second version of the OKR is in place, we will be able to convert the gold

standard structures (annotated in accordance to the first version) easily to the revised ver-

sion.

The remainder of this thesis is based on the first version of OKR. More specifically, our

interactive summarization uses the first version OKR as its infrastructure to consolidate in-

formation in source texts. During my upcoming PhD, we intend to improve our interactive

summaries partially by moving to the revised OKR which will be developed in parallel.

The revision of the OKR specification has already been initiated and it is an ongoing effort

in the lab.
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Figure 3-4: A visualization of the second version of OKR where propositions and entities
are indistinctive. Here, the proposed OKR structure is for 4 sentences about the acquisition
of the Pasqua Coffee chain by Starbucks (in the upper box). The edge width and con-
cept node darkness are correlated with the frequency of statement redundancy and concept
mentions throughout the source texts.
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Chapter 4

Explorative Interactive Summarization

As an increasing amount of content becomes available to us on a daily basis, having reliable

summarization systems is becoming an essential necessity. At times, a static summary may

be sufficient, however often it is not ample. If a user requires more details on parts of

the static summary, or wishes to get more information not provided in it, she must fall

back to the original texts, making the summary ineffective. Our explorative interactive

summarization closes the gap between the original texts and the static summary. The user

can now expand on the information in the initial summary as needed, and in the extreme

case she may choose to expose all of the information of the original texts, yet receive it

consolidated and without redundancies.

4.1 Conceptual Overview

Our summarization approach is designed for the interactive exploration of the informa-

tion conveyed in multiple texts on a specific event. The explorative summary consists of

abstractively generated sentences in a bullet style list ordered by time stamp and ranked

by importance, with different modes of interactivity for information expansion. We now

overview these properties.

Abstractiveness. We suggest that an abstractive summarization approach, based on ex-

tracted “atomic" facts, is particularly suitable in the interactive setting as it allows more
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flexible information presentation. Intuitively, it makes more sense for a user to explore

information at the level of individual facts, rather than the coarser level of full original

sentences, as in prior work on interactive extractive summarization.

Bullet Style Sentences. The bulleted sentence style, as opposed to paragraph format, is

effective in terms of language coherency for abstractive summarization. Readers are more

lenient towards incorrectly formed language when it is presented in short bullets than when

it is a longer text passage, a major vulnerability in abstractive summarization. Although we

strive for coherency in our generated summary, this major potential drawback is a burdening

issue which we alleviate using the bullet style presentation. Additionally, when forming a

paragraph, putting together several generated sentences may result in an unclear flow of

events. In the case of news events, which we consider here, it is natural to list the generated

summary sentences in order of unraveling events over time.

In addition, when users browse through data they tend not to read it as a paragraph

anyway, so it makes more sense to have each atomic fact in a stand-alone sentence or

bullet.

Information Expansion. The explorative summary employs different modes of interac-

tion for two main use cases of information expansion. The first use case is a wish of the

user to expand on the information she already sees by getting more details, and the second

is a wish of the user to expose new (less salient) information.

The first use case requires interactive UI features that present complementary facts

regarding a sentence or parts of it. For the second use case, by initially hiding knowledge

that is calculated as less important, the user should be able to intuitively reveal new material

in the UI with hints that are presented to her.
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4.2 Generation and Presentation of Summary Informa-

tion

The architecture of our system consists of two main steps: (1) a preprocessing step in which

we generate comprehensive summary information and (2) interactive display of selected in-

formation. The first step is based on an input OKR structure which we use for generating

natural language and extracting complementing metadata. We note that the OKR struc-

ture covers all knowledge from the source texts and already merges redundancy, making it

convenient for our summary generation. As a second step, the resulting summary informa-

tion from the first step is input to our UI, which enables its exploration in a dedicated web

application.

The general scheme for generating summary information in our system is as follows.

1. Partition the OKR propositions into groups.

2. Generate representative summary sentences for each group of propositions. These

yield the bullet-style summary sentences.

3. Generate metadata for each representative sentence. The interactive traits build on

this extra metadata.

The following subsections explain the two implementation versions developed over this

scheme and how they affected the UI accordingly. The first version was studied in a paper

published at [Shapira et al., 2017]. It was tested over gold standard OKR inputs (detailed

in Chapter 5). The second version includes improvements and extensions of the first ver-

sion. Our main objective is forming an interactive summary for the exploration of all the

information in the source texts. Our summary generation scheme implementations act as

prototypes to fulfill this purpose, and we generate the comprehensive summary information

with our main goal in mind.

The interactive summary generated is presented in a dedicated web application that

we designed1. Since its origination, the system has somewhat transformed and will keep

evolving according to the enhancements we incorporate to our overall design. The latest

1The basis of our system is composed of a backend implemented in Python 2.7 that runs on a CentOS
server and a frontend implemented with the AngularJS library. JSON is used for data interchange.
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demos2 of our system can be viewed online3.

4.2.1 First Implementation of Interactive Summarization

For the system’s first version, we implemented a baseline method for each of the scheme’s

steps, which nonetheless achieved high satisfaction scores in the usability studies (see

Chapter 5).

Proposition Grouping. We partition propositions, as captured in the OKR structure, into

distinct groups such that the propositions of each group are (transitively) connected by

argument links (ignoring link direction). I.e., a group consists of some proposition with

all of its nested propositions recursively. For example, in Figure 3-1 on page 13, P2 is

nested in P1 and thus the two are grouped together. Intuitively, each proposition has some

predicate-argument connection with other propositions in its group, and only with these

propositions.

Summary Sentence Generation. Next, for the “root” (i.e., not nested) proposition in a

group, we generate alternative candidate sentences. This is done by filling, in the propo-

sition’s templates, all the possible combinations of relevant argument mentions, and recur-

sively so for nested propositions. For example, for P1 (in Figure 3-1) we would generate

“[3 people] dead in [shooting in [Wisconsin]]”, “[3 people] dead in [[spa] shooting]”,

“[Three] dead in [[spa] shooting]”, and so on (22 candidate sentences in total).

From each set of candidates we choose one representative sentence. Importantly, this

means that unlike bounded-length summary paragraphs our comprehensive summary in-

formation effectively covers all the propositions in the original texts. Instead of filtering

upfront less salient information, it is only hidden initially in the UI and can be unfolded by

the user. For a representative sentence, we choose a candidate with high language model

score4, high knowledge score (defined below) and small length. This is done by optimizing

2Currently the UI can display several pre-prepared summarized events. These summaries were generated
separately and placed as ready-made JSON segments in the backend of the system.

3http://u.cs.biu.ac.il/~shapiro1/okr/
4For the language model, we trained an LSTM model (https://github.com/yandex/

faster-rnnlm) on a collection of 100M tweets.
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a weighted sum of these factors. The method of generating many possible sentences and

filtering out non-coherent sentences using a language model is not an uncommon method

and is used in such works as Li et al. [2016] where the optional sentences are generated

using the SimpleNLG system [Gatt and Reiter, 2009].

Generating Metadata. The metadata we generate serve for the purpose of presenting

extra information in the interactive summary as well as how to present it. In this version

we derive a knowledge score and timestamp for each of the generated summary sentences

and coreferring mention sets for concepts throughout the summary.

The knowledge score of each sentence intuitively reflects how common its mentions

are in the original texts as well as how informative (specific) they are, based on the OKR

entailment links. Reconsidering Figure 3-1, for example, in the tweet “Three dead in

spa shooting”, the concepts “three”, “dead” and “spa shooting” should be rewarded for

appearing each in two tweets, but “three” should be rewarded less than “3 people”, which

is more informative.

We use the following heuristically formulated equation to calculate the knowledge score

of each generated sentence 𝑠:

score(𝑠) =
∑︁

𝑚∈mentions(𝑠)

𝛼 + 𝛽 · depth(𝑚) (4.1)

where mentions(𝑠) are the mentions of predicates and entities in the sentence. depth(𝑚)

assigns a given mention 𝑚 its depth in the relevant lexical entailment graph within the

OKR (from the above example, “3 people” is at depth 1 and “three” is at depth 0). We

have empirically set 𝛼 = 1, 𝛽 = 0.1.

Each concept (entity or proposition) in the summary sentences is linked to its mentions

and original texts using the OKR. The set of mentions is cleaned from duplicates (strings

with small edit distance), yielding the concept expansion for sets with more than one dif-

ferent mentions. This gives extra information about concepts that otherwise might have

been missed. In Figure 4-2a, for example, the “suspected gunman” is also identified as

“Jamaican”. For the tweet summarization scenario, we also compute the timestamp of

each representative sentence as the time of the first tweet mentioning its root proposition.
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Figure 4-1: The initial view of a summary about a shooting in a Wisconsin spa covering
109 tweets. Ten generated sentences cover the most salient information throughout these
tweets, and are ordered along the event timeline.

In a news perspective, the first reporting of an occurrence is the closest time to which it

actually occurred.

Interactive User Interface

We now describe the first summarization version user interface, which is based on the

aforementioned generated summary information.

Figure 4-1 shows the initial screen summarizing a set of 109 tweets about the shooting

in a Wisconsin spa from our running example. The generated sentences are displayed

in bullet style along the event timeline, in descending order of their timestamps. As an

indication of salience, to the right of each sentence, a pie chart shows the “percentage" of

knowledge it covers according to its normalized knowledge score. The pie chart on the top

shows the total knowledge “covered” by the currently visible sentences.

Initially, only sentences exceeding a certain knowledge score threshold are displayed, as

a concise bullet-style summary of the event. Other sentences are folded (e.g., two sentences
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(a) The concept expansion pop-up consisting
of mentions referring to the same person as
“suspected gunman”, revealing further infor-
mation (e.g. “Jamaican”).

(b) The tweets pop-up shows a scrollable
pane with the source tweets for a generated
sentence.

Figure 4-2: Additional modes of accessing information.

are folded between timestamps 22:55 and 22:11 in Figure 4-1). The user can then decide

whether and which sentences to unfold, according to (a) time intervals of interest on the

timeline; (b) the number of folded sentences, as indicated in the middle of the line; and

(c) the amount of additional knowledge to be unfolded, which is highlighted on the top pie

chart when hovering over folded sentences. By repeatedly unfolding sentences, the user

can gradually discover the full timeline of the event with all consolidated data from the

tweets.

Another mode of discovering information is via concept expansion: hovering over a

highlighted concept (e.g., “suspected gunman”) opens a pop-up with different mentions

of the same concept in the summary (Figure 4-2a); clicking it further highlights all of its

coreferences in the summary. This way all the information about a concept can be seen,

whereas static summaries typically choose a single term for displaying a concept. Finally,

the user can also hover over the Twitter icon to inspect the source tweets (Figure 4-2b).

4.2.2 Second Implementation of Interactive Summarization

We experimented with a second implementation of the summarization scheme to improve

or adjust the executions of the first version. First, we group propositions to further re-

duce redundancy throughout the summary. Additionally, we handle the first version’s main

shortcoming: although all propositions in the given OKR structure are covered, not all of

their arguments are necessarily included in the generated summary. Practically speaking,
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this means that some concepts may be left out of the summary. This is not in line with our

motivation of making all information available in the explorative summary.

In general, this implementation groups together similar propositions based on predicate

and argument commonality, chooses proposition templates that cover the most information

in their respective groups, generates sentences over the selected templates in a way that

bears coherency, and collects concepts that were not produced in the generated sentences,

as complementing information.

A revised user interface is induced from the above algorithmic changes, as well as from

user experience findings collected from the usability studies conducted on the first version’s

UI (as described in Chapter 5).

Proposition Grouping. For the first step of the scheme, partitioning OKR propositions

into groups, we start with the practical approach of the first version which is to group to-

gether a proposition with all of its recursively nested propositions. Another form of group-

ing was added, clustering together similar propositions to further consolidate intersecting

facts. That is to say, there are cases where propositions contain highly related content or

events, even if they do not corefer. In other cases, propositions that do corefer are not

marked as coreferring (even in gold standard structures).

We regard to similarity of propositions as a function of (1) predicate closeness, calcu-

lated with edit distance on the predicate stems, and (2) commonality of arguments, deter-

mined by the proportional number of similar concepts in the arguments within the com-

pared propositions. The combination of these factors balance out the agreement of the

compared propositions to indicate their resemblance.

More specifically, propositions are iterated over, and a proposition is scored for simi-

larity against each of the existing clusters of propositions. It is added to the cluster with the

highest similarity score if it is above a threshold, or initializes a new cluster otherwise. In

order to compare a proposition to a cluster, the proposition is compared to all of the clus-

ter’s contained propositions, and in effect, all proposition pairs are compared (once) during

the full clustering process. A proposition will necessarily be clustered with the proposi-

tion it is most similar to (when above the threshold). We note that the described method
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of clustering could group together dissimilar propositions, however this phenomenon was

rarely observed after tuning the clustering threshold. By enlarging the threshold, the clus-

tering becomes more strict, thereby decreasing overall dissimilarity. A running example of

comparing a proposition to an existing cluster starts in Example 4.2.1.

Example 4.2.1 Two propositions, 𝑃1 and 𝑃2, in a cluster, 𝒞1, and an additional
proposition, 𝑃3, to be checked against 𝒞1 for similarity. 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 were clustered
together in a previous clustering iteration due to the high commonality of arguments,
and not due to predicate similarity. Each of the propositions’ predicate stems and
argument concepts are listed with their frequencies.

A proposition 𝑝’s similarity score to cluster 𝒞 is:

clusterSimScore(𝑝, 𝒞) = max
𝑝𝒞∈propositions(𝒞)

𝜑 · predSim(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞) + 𝛼 · argsSim(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞)

𝜑+ 𝛼
(4.2)

where the two similarity scores, predSim(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞) and argsSim(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞) are predicate and argu-

ment similarity scores respectively, between proposition 𝑝 and one of 𝒞’s propositions, 𝑝𝒞 .

These scores are in the range [0, 1] where 0 means they have no resemblance, and 1 means

they are alike. We take a weighted average of these two sub-scores, where the weights are

empirically set to be equal.

predSim(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞) compares the stems of the predicate words (disregarding stop words) in

𝑝 and those in 𝑝𝒞 . All stem pairs have their edit-distance evaluated, and the most similar
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pairs5, marked bestPairs(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞) (see Example 4.2.2), are then given a closeness score based

on their edit distance and their frequency in their source proposition mentions. Formally,

for a stem-word pair (𝑠𝑝, 𝑠𝑝𝒞), their similarity is evaluated as:

stemSim(𝑠𝑝, 𝑠𝑝𝒞) = normEditDist(𝑠𝑝, 𝑠𝑝𝒞) · avg
(︂

freq(𝑠𝑝, 𝑝)∑︀
𝑠′𝑝
freq(𝑠′𝑝, 𝑝)

,
freq(𝑠𝑝𝒞 , 𝑝𝒞)∑︀
𝑠′𝑝𝒞

freq(𝑠′𝑝𝒞 , 𝑝𝒞)

)︂
(4.3)

normEditDist(𝑠𝑝, 𝑠𝑝𝒞) =
maxlen(𝑠𝑝, 𝑠𝑝𝒞)− editDist(𝑠𝑝, 𝑠𝑝𝒞)

maxlen(𝑠𝑝, 𝑠𝑝𝒞)
(4.4)

where freq(𝑠, 𝑝) is the number of times the stem word 𝑠 is used throughout the mention

templates in proposition 𝑝. The stemSim score multiplies the normalized edit distance of

the two stem words (0 means they are different and 1 is that they are exactly the same)

by the average proportional frequencies of each stem word in its proposition mentions. In

order for the two stem words to get a high score, it is not enough for them to be close words,

they should also be used often throughout their proposition mentions.

predSim(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞) is set to be the maximum of these stem-word pair scores. The ratio-

nale is that if a certain predicate stem is common within and between two propositions, it

suggests their predicate similarity. We get:

predSim(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞) = max
(𝑠𝑝,𝑠𝑝𝒞 )∈bestPairs(𝑝,𝑝𝒞)

stemSim(𝑠𝑝, 𝑠𝑝𝒞) (4.5)

Example 4.2.2 Calculating bestPairs(𝑃3, 𝑃1). The edit distance matrix of predi-
cate stem words is prepared, from which the best pairs are extracted.

5We used an implementation of the Kuhn-Munkres (Hungarian) algorithm [Kuhn, 1955] on a distance
matrix of the stem word pairs to get the best matching pairs.
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Example 4.2.3 Calculating predSim(𝑃3, 𝑃1). Each of the best stem pairs are scored
with stemSim, and the best scoring pair determines the predSim score of the two
propositions. In the comparison of “purchas” in 𝑃3 to “purchas” in 𝑃1, the normalized
edit distance value is 1.0 since they are the same stem words. However since the stem
appears in 1/3 of the predicate mentions in 𝑃3 and 1/4 of those in 𝑃1, the resulting
score is only 0.29. On the other hand “buy” and “bought” have a large edit distance,
which substantially lowers the score even though they have the same frequencies as
the previous pair.

argsSim(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞) is a way of realizing the commonality of shared concepts mentioned in

the arguments of the compared propositions. It averages the proportions of the intersecting

concepts in each of the two propositions’ mention arguments, in so evaluating a similarity

score between the arguments of proposition 𝑝 and of proposition 𝑝𝒞 .

argsSim(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞) =
∑︁

𝑐∈concInter(𝑝,𝑝𝒞)

avg

(︂
freq(𝑐, 𝑝)∑︀

𝑐′∈concepts(𝑝)
freq(𝑐′, 𝑝)

,
freq(𝑐, 𝑝𝒞)∑︀

𝑐′∈concepts(𝑝𝒞)
freq(𝑐′, 𝑝𝒞)

)︂
(4.6)

concInter(𝑝, 𝑝𝒞) = concepts(𝑝) ∩ concepts(𝑝𝒞) (4.7)

where freq(𝑐, 𝑝) is the number of times the concept 𝑐 appears as an argument value through-

out the mention templates in proposition 𝑝. As a practical approach, we compute the aver-

age of the two relative frequencies for the score, thus receiving a higher score when both

relative frequencies are high. The highest value of argsSim can be 1.0, which occurs when

all argument concepts of the two propositions intersect.
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Example 4.2.4 To calculate argsSim(𝑃3, 𝑃1), the two intersecting concepts’ aver-
age normalized frequencies are summed. This shows that the two concepts, “Star-
bucks” and “1998”, cover 59% of the argument values in both propositions together.

Example 4.2.5 The final clusterSimScore(𝑃3, 𝒞1) based on the similarities between
𝑃3 and 𝑃1, and between 𝑃3 and 𝑃2. The similarity calculation of 𝑃3 and 𝑃1 was
demonstrated over the course of the running example. Since the final cluster similarity
score is less than the threshold of 0.5, the proposition 𝑃3 will not be added to cluster
𝒞1.

Summary Sentence Generation. For each group of clustered propositions, we generate

a summary sentence (and metadata). As detailed below, for each group we first choose

one proposition that is the most informative (which we measure in terms of predicates,

concepts and mentions). Then we choose a representative template of this proposition, and

adequately embed concepts within it to form a sentence.

To select a representative proposition for a group, 𝒢, we take the proposition, 𝑝𝒢 , with

the highest representation score. Simply put, a proposition’s representation score in its

group is a function of how well it covers the information in the group, and how many

template mentions it has in itself (the more mentions a proposition has, the more likely it is

of higher importance).

p𝒢 = argmax
𝑝′∈propositions(𝒢)

repPropScore(𝑝′,𝒢) (4.8)
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repPropScore(𝑝,𝒢) = 𝜅 ·
∑︁

𝑐∈concepts(𝑝)

|𝑝′ ∈ 𝒢 s.t. 𝑐 ∈ concepts(𝑝′)| +

𝜙 ·
∑︁

𝑠∈predStems(𝑝)

|𝑝′ ∈ 𝒢 s.t. 𝑠 ∈ predStems(𝑝′)| +

𝜏 · |templates(𝑝)|

(4.9)

where 𝜅, 𝜙 and 𝜏 are empirically set to have equal weights; concepts(𝑝) are all the unique

concepts used in the arguments of the templates in 𝑝; predStems(𝑝) are the unique predi-

cate stem words used in all templates of 𝑝; and templates(𝑝) are all the templates in 𝑝.

In Example 4.2.1, considering a group which contains just the propositions in cluster

𝒞1, proposition 𝑃1’s representing proposition score is 6 + 4 + 4 = 14 (2 propositions are

counted for 3 concepts; 1 proposition is counted for 4 predicate stems; 4 templates in the

proposition), and proposition 𝑃2’s score is 6 + 1 + 2 = 9 (2 propositions are counted for

3 concepts; 1 proposition is counted for 1 predicate stem; 2 templates in the proposition).

Therefore proposition 𝑃1 would be chosen as the representative of its group.

In order to generate a sentence from a proposition 𝑝𝒢 , we must now find a representative

template mention in 𝑝𝒢 . We take the template mention with the best argument coverage.

The intuition is that the representing template should cover the most commonly referred to

facts about the predicate. The representing score for template 𝑡 in proposition 𝑝 is calculated

with the equation:

repTempScore(𝑡, 𝑝) =
∑︁

𝑎∈args(𝑡)

|templates(𝑝, 𝑎)| (4.10)

where templates(𝑝, 𝑎) are the templates in proposition 𝑝 that contain an argument 𝑎. In

Example 4.2.1, in proposition 𝑃1, |templates(𝑃1, 𝑎1)| = 4 and |templates(𝑃1, 𝑎2)| = 4

because 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 both appear in all four templates of 𝑃1, and |templates(𝑃1, 𝑎3)| = 2

because 𝑎3 appears in two templates. Since all three of 𝑃1’s arguments participate in its

first template, that template’s repTempScore value is 10. The representing template, 𝑡𝑝, of

proposition 𝑝 is the template with the highest score:

𝑡𝑝 = argmax
𝑡∈templates(𝑝)

repTempScore(𝑡, 𝑝) (4.11)

In Example 4.2.1, the first and fourth templates of 𝑃1 have the highest (equal) repTempScore

and therefore one of them is chosen as the representing template of 𝑃1.
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At this point, each proposition grouping has one representing proposition template. A

summary sentence is generated for each group based on its representative. In each of the

argument slots in the representative template, we simply place the concept mentions used

in the source text from which the template was originally extracted. (This is in contrast

to filling argument slots with all mention alternatives, and running a language model to

filter incoherent candidate sentences, as in the first version of the algorithm.) We do this to

ensure the coherence of the sentence, which we observed to be the main pitfall in sentence

generation. Consequently, some sentences or large parts of them may be identical to those

in the source texts. Nevertheless, many sentences are abstractive and are generated around

atomic facts and not whole sentence extracts. Also some of the atomic facts are presented

as small text fragments in the complementary information of the sentences.

If an argument concept is a nested proposition, we can place its full proposition tem-

plate representative in the argument slot. However if the nested proposition is nested in an

additional proposition, this would cause significant overlap between sentences. To avoid

these problematic cases, we generate a separate summary sentence for the nested propo-

sition, and fill the nested proposition’s argument slot with its predicate only (see Example

4.2.6).

Example 4.2.6 An example of generating sentences from two templates that contain
a common nested proposition. In order to prevent redundancy in their two potential
sentences, only the predicate of the nested proposition is used, and a third sentence
expands on it.
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Generating Metadata. As in the first version of the summarization scheme, we generate

metadata for presenting extra information in the interactive summary and for determining

how to present it. Here we first describe the sentence complementing information followed

by a the sentence importance score.

In the process of choosing the proposition group representatives, we have, in effect,

dropped information stored as predicates and argument concepts in non-chosen templates

of the representing proposition and non-chosen propositions in the group. This is unavoid-

able when aiming to optimize salience, coherence and brevity of the summary (initially)

presented to the user. Still, we would like to enable users to access this hidden information

if needed. For example, the chosen template of a proposition may have left out the location

of an event, which is described in a different, unchosen template (in one of its arguments).

We therefore collect all the concepts in the group that are not covered by its representing

proposition template. Then, for sentence 𝑠 (generated on a certain proposition template),

and a concept, 𝑐 that was not covered by 𝑠 in its group, we want to create a small sentence

fragment that contains 𝑐, that has enough context to connect it to 𝑠. To accomplish this, we

concatenate a one word window (before and after) to the concept term, from its original

source sentence. For example, in Figure 4-4, the concept “state officials” comes from the

source sentence “State Officials Prepare for Hurricane Sandy” and is therefore concatenated

with the word “prepare” as a one word window (there is no word placed before the concept

since it’s the first term of the source sentence). This gives context to the concept in order to

connect it to the sentence it complements (in this case “US east coast braced for hurricane”).

The term “state officials” by itself would not be meaningful to the user, however the phrase

“state officials prepare” is useful information in connection to the sentence it complements

(regarding preparations in the US east coast).

From these created phrases, those containing highly mentioned concepts are filtered

out to reduce redundancy of facts. Also phrases with a short length are ignored since they

tend to be uninformative. This final collection acts as complementing information to the

sentence generated for the representing proposition template. In the interactive UI, we call

this the sentence expansion.

Coreferring mention sets of concepts in summary sentences and timestamps are pre-
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pared similarly to the first version’s approach. Each sentence is also linked to the originat-

ing texts of all propositions in its group.

Each generated sentence gets an importance score as a means of assessing its salience.

This score is based on the amount of information the assessed sentence covers. It takes

into account the number of tweets the sentence is linked to, the amount of complementary

information it has, and its length. The importance score for a sentence 𝑠 is:

importanceScore(𝑠) = avg

(︂
|tweets(𝑠)|
|𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠|

,
|complements(𝑠)|

|𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠|+ |𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠|
,

len(𝑠)

maxlen
𝑠′∈𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠

(𝑠′)

)︂
(4.12)

Here, 𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠 are all the tweets in the original set, 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 and 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 are all the

entities and propositions extracted from the original tweets, provided in the input OKR

structure, and 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 are all the summary sentences generated. The first component of

the score is the proportional coverage of tweets by the sentence - for example, the sentence

might be related to 0.25 of the tweets. The second component is the proportional coverage

of concepts in the sentence’s complementing information (the sentence expansion collec-

tion) - if there are 5 concepts in the complements and a total of 100 concepts in the whole

summary, it covers 0.05 of the “information”. The third component is the relative length of

the sentence - this component value would be 0.5 when the sentence length is 10 words, and

the maximum sentence length is 20. The three components get equal weight and therefore

an average of the three is taken.

Interactive User Interface

The first version UI was evaluated in a series of usability studies (see Chapter 5), and was

viewed by several people that gave their input and suggestions. The feedback and ideas for

improvement, as well as the second version of the summary generation algorithm yielded

a revised UI. This version is shown in Figure 4-3.

First, the knowledge pies have been removed due to its unintuitive purpose and benefit.

We now only use the importance score of sentences to decide on which ones will be initially

presented and which will be folded. We present the sentences with the top-𝑘 importance

scores, where 𝑘 should be set to form a moderate length summary in terms of comfort to
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Figure 4-3: The updated version of the interactive summary UI, based on the second version
of the summary generation algorithm.
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Figure 4-4: The sentence expansion of the summary sentence "US east coast braced for
hurricane".

the user and coverage of salient information. The rest of the sentences are folded in their

timeline placement.

To provide a hint for the contents of a folded sentence group we label it with keywords

representing the group topics. This is an improvement over the use of knowledge scores in

the first UI version, which proved to be unhelpful and sometimes confusing to users.

A major addition to the UI is the sentence expansion which contains the complementary

information on the sentence. This is the concept collection of the sentence mentioned

earlier. Figure 4-4 shows the sentence expansion of “US east coast braced for hurricane".

In this example, the complementing information lists who is preparing for the hurricane,

which is knowledge that would likely not appear in a static summary due to its specificity

level.

We left the concept expansion and tweets pane as they were as they seemed to fulfill

their purpose relatively well.

The order of the generated sentences in the earlier UI was in newest-first order, however

user feedback exhibited that it is more productive, in the news event genre, to show the

summary in unraveling order, i.e. earliest first.
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Chapter 5

Usability Studies

To assess and improve the value of our system, we have conducted two usability studies

employing standard usability tests. The tests were performed on generated interactive sum-

maries based on the human annotated OKR dataset released by Wities et al. [2017]. We

took their 6 largest clusters of event tweets, of about 100 tweets each. This gold-standard

dataset enabled us to study in isolation the merits of our novel interactive summarization

system. Given the positive results that we report below, we plan to integrate and study our

system in a fully automated pipeline and further improve our explorative summarization

system. The improvements in the second version of our explorative summarization system,

as described in the previous chapter, were partly based on feedback from these usability

studies.

5.1 Preliminary Usability Study

A first usability study was conducted with two goals: to examine the usefulness of our ideas

and to understand user needs.

Methodology. The evaluation phase of a prototype requires only 5 evaluators1, accord-

ing to the “discount” usability testing principle of Nielsen [1993]. Thus, six students not

familiar with our project were recruited as evaluators. We asked them to perform a series

1https://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-with-5-users/
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SUS Question Avg. Score

I think that I would like to use this system frequently. 3.83

I found the system unnecessarily complex. 2.33

I thought the system was easy to use. 3.33

I think that I would need the support of a technical person to
be able to use this system.

2.17

I found the various functions in this system were well inte-
grated.

3.83

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system. 1.67

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this sys-
tem very quickly.

3.5

I found the system very cumbersome to use. 1.33

I felt very confident using the system. 3.67

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with
this system.

2.17

Table 5.1: The ten SUS questions asked after the usability study and the average answer
score on a scale of 1 to 5.

of predefined tasks on one of the six selected events (all users received the same event).

These user experience tasks included describing what is expected of a GUI component to

do, where to look for something on the page, what something seems to convey, etc. During

the system usage we observed the users’ activity and employed a “think aloud” technique

[Nielsen et al., 2002] to obtain user remarks. Each on-screen activity was captured us-

ing “Debut Video Capturing Software”2. After performing all tasks, users were asked to

fill the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [Brooke, 1996] for subjective usability

evaluation.

Results. Table 5.1 lists the average scores obtained for each of the ten SUS questions,

on a scale of 1 to 5 over the six participants. The scores show that users were satisfied

by the interaction with the prototype system, its ease of learning and the integration of its

functions. Overall, users found the prototype easy to use and showed willingness to use it

frequently.

The SUS questionnaire yields an important single number in [0, 100] representing a

2http://www.nchsoftware.com/capture/
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User 1 2 3 4 5 6

SUS Score 70 80 95 72.5 82.5 27.5

Table 5.2: SUS scores for each user, calculated based on the ten SUS question scores.

composite measure of the overall usability of the system3. This number is calculated based

on the ten question scores. As seen in Table 5.2, except for one dissatisfied user4, the

system received high scores ranging from 70 to 95. The observation and verbal reports

during the test yielded a list of requirements needed to enable more optimal usage of our

system’s features. They helped improving our prototype in terms of both user experience

and the ease of use of the system. According to a user centered design approach [Norman

and Draper, 1986], it is important to integrate a usability test in early stages of development

in order to minimize the gap between user expectations and designer intentions.

5.2 Comparative Usability Study

After updating our system to incorporate improvements obtained from the preliminary

study, we conducted a comparative study to examine the relative effectiveness of our sys-

tem.

Methodology. We have compared our system, here denoted by IAS (for Interactive Ab-

stractive Summary), with two baseline approaches:

• Tweet: a list of all the original tweets in the event dataset.

• Static: the full ordered list of sentences generated by our system (Chapter 4), with

no interactive features nor metadata (such as concept expansion, knowledge scores,

etc.).

To enable the comparison, we implemented the two baselines into our web user inter-

face, as well as question pages for answering lists of questions about an explored event. The

3To calculate the SUS score, first sum the score contributions from each item. Each item’s score contribu-
tion will range from 0 to 4. For items 1,3,5,7,and 9 the score contribution is the scale position minus 1. For
items 2,4,6,8 and 10, the contribution is 5 minus the scale position. Multiply the sum of the scores by 2.5 to
obtain the overall value of SU.

4This user had software quality assurance background and seemed to inspect for very minor software and
user experience bugs, which we have later addressed.
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(a) Questions split from the event interface.

(b) Event interface and questions side-by-side.

Figure 5-1: The IAS interface with the corresponding event questions for evaluation.

questions were shown either separately from the event interface, or shown together. Figure

5-1 shows the IAS interface with event questions. When separated, the questions page was

presented after the user finished exploring the event interface, otherwise the two were pre-

sented side-by-side on the same page. Figure 5-2 displays the Tweet and Static interfaces

with the questions side-by-side.

As mentioned earlier, we have used the gold-standard OKR structures for six of the

events released by Wities et al. [2017]. We formulated 5 to 10 questions for each of the six

events which require free-text answers of a few words. The questions attempted to cover

all or most of the details of the event. Appendix B lists the questions for the events in the

usability study.
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(a) The Tweet interface side-by-side with event questions.

(b) The Static summary interface side-by-side with event questions.

Figure 5-2: The baseline interfaces side-by-side with the corresponding event questions for
comparative evaluation of knowledge exploration.
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Six users5 were each presented with two events in each interface (IAS, Tweet, Static),

one event with questions separated and one event with questions beside it. The assignment

of event to interface and order of interfaces were different for each user. The users explored

the information that describes each of the six events in the assigned interface and answered

the list of questions (either concurrently with the exploration, or after finishing to explore

the summary content and moving on to the questions page). When an event appeared with

the questions together, the user session was limited to eight minutes. When presented sep-

arately, the exploration phase was restricted to seven minutes while the question answering

phase was not time bounded. After all six tasks were completed, a user was asked to fill

out the USE Questionnaire6 [Lund, 2001].

This questionnaire requires users to rate agreement with 33 statements on a scale from 1

to 3 regarding each of the three interfaces. The original 30 USE statements represent four

dimensions: Usefulness, Satisfaction, Ease of Use, and Ease of Learning. We added three

statements to rank user’s experience of Knowledge Exploration. Table 5.3 presents the 33

statements in our USE questionnaire.

Results. Table 5.4 shows the average rank of each interface in each of the examined

dimensions of the USE questionnaire. While our system was naturally somewhat more

complex to use than the baselines, which only require reading text, it consistently received

the highest ranks in the dimensions of Usefulness, Satisfaction and Knowledge Exploration.

The ranked USE statements also serve as an indication for the quality of our summary

when compared to the other baselines. Standard summarization evaluation metrics are

designed for static summaries7 and are thus not adequate for our interactive system due to

its content being dynamically presented and user-manipulated. Having demonstrated here

that interactive summaries are useful, designing and conducting dedicated quality tests for

interactive summaries is a priority in our future work.

An additional analysis of the comparative study results was done on the event questions

5These users were six graduate students from the department of information studies. They were the same
students that were exposed to the system during the usability test a week earlier, so an introduction to the
system was unnecessary. The students were paid 120 NIS for participating in both parts of the experiment.

6The questionnaire is named “Usability, Satisfaction and Ease-of-use questionnaire”.
7The ROUGE and Pyramid methods are the common metrics to evaluate summaries.
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Usefulness

It helps me be more effective.

It helps me be more productive.

It is useful.

It gives me more control over the activities
in my life.

It makes the things I want to accomplish
easier to get done.

It saves me time when I use it.

It meets my needs.

It does everything I would expect it to do.

Ease of Use

It is easy to use.

It is simple to use.

It is user friendly.

It requires the fewest steps possible to ac-
complish what I want to do with it.

It is flexible.

Using it is effortless.

I can use it without written instructions.

I don’t notice any inconsistencies as I use
it.

Both occasional and regular users would
like it.

I can recover from mistakes quickly and
easily.

I can use it successfully every time.

Ease of Learning

I learned to use it quickly.

I easily remember how to use it.

It is easy to learn to use it.

I quickly became skillful with it.

Satisfaction

I am satisfied with it.

I would recommend it to a friend.

It is fun to use.

It works the way I want it to work.

It is wonderful.

I feel I need to have it.

It is pleasant to use.

Knowledge Exploration

The system motivated me to actively ex-
plore more information.

The system made me feel that I know the
highlights of the event.

The system helped me notice the impor-
tant details of the event.

Table 5.3: The 33 USE statements in their five dimensions. Each statement was ranked 1
to 3 for each interface, after the comparative usability study.
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Dimension Tweet Static IAS

Usefulness 2.1 1.8 2.3
Knowledge Exploration 2.0 1.8 2.6
Satisfaction 2.0 1.7 2.3
Ease of Use 2.5 2.3 2.1
Ease of Learning 2.7 2.5 2.3

Table 5.4: USE questionnaire dimensions score comparison of the three system interfaces
on a scale of 1 to 3.

Interface Time (min.) Score (%)
IAS sep 8.1 [5.6 + 2.5] 32.7

sbs 7.9 45.3

Tweet sep 10.5 [7.0 + 3.5] 50.8
sbs 6.9 49.7

Static sep 6.3 [3.8 + 2.5] 26.4
sbs 6.7 49.2

Table 5.5: Event question results over the three systems when questions appeared sepa-
rately (sep) after exploring the event, and side-by-side (sbs) concurrently to the exploration.
Time in square brackets are the partitioned times of exploring and answering. Scores depict
the percentage of correctly answered questions on the event given.

answered by the users after or while exploring events with the three interfaces. We man-

ually checked users’ answers, being lenient when multiple variations of an answer were

correct or when an answer number was relatively close. Our hypothesis was that using

our IAS system, users would be able to answer more questions, and more quickly, due to

its full information coverage (compared to Static), and merged redundancies (compared

to Tweet). In practice, as Table 5.5 shows, users answered best with the Tweet baseline,

and most rapidly with the Static baseline. We conjecture (based on the the answers and

amount of time used) that these results are due to incomplete coverage of information by

our system (see subsection 4.2.2 for further details and how the issue was addressed) and

the abundance of time allotted for the subtasks, with respect to the somewhat small num-

ber of original tweets. In retrospect, the time alloted, of 7 or 8 minutes, was sufficient to

linearly skim the full set of 100 or so tweets.

From these latter results, we gain a better understanding of what would make our sys-
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tem advantageous over other systems, and in what situations. For example, an interactive

summary of 100 tweets would not necessarily be more beneficial if the reader has 5 minutes

or more. Larger tweet sets and/or a shortage of time would emphasize the usefulness of

our system. We also need to improve the intuitiveness of accessibility to the more specific

information not initially shown to the user, via the interactivity features.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

This work presented an end-to-end prototype of a novel system for the interactive explo-

ration of textual content via abstractive summary information. It is a broad project covering,

to some extent, all aspects from the infrastructure to the application.

We began with the consolidated Open Knowledge Representation (OKR) definition

[Wities et al., 2017], where redundancy is merged into a structure conserving all infor-

mation from source texts. The OKR specification and guidelines led us to the next stage of

developing an annotation tool for expert annotators to create a dataset of 27 events based on

event news tweet sets. We started, and are in the process of, upgrading the OKR to a new

version in order to address the vulnerabilities of its first variant. Using the OKR structures,

we generated interactive summary information to present in a dedicated web application

that we implemented for knowledge exploration. The interactive UI allows focusing on

the most salient facts as well as gradually obtaining further details via different interaction

modes. We ran pilot usability studies to evaluate our explorative summarization. Their

results provide supportive evidence for the usefulness of our approach. It motivates us to

carry on and enhance this distinctive and significant project.

Our foremost effort will focus on building a fully automatic system that, given a news

tweet set, will generate the explorative interactive summary. Our lab is in the process of

developing an automatic OKR parser that, as we foresee, will act as a powerful module in

a semantic NLP pipeline with many potential applications, of which our interactive sum-

marization approach can be a prominent example.
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The generation and presentation of our interactive summary pose many research chal-

lenges ahead. While our initial prototype system assessed the viability of the proposed

interactive summarization approach, we would like to turn next to developing principled

algorithms and methods, initially for various sub-tasks and subsequently for modeling the

explorative interaction process as a whole.

Estimating the salience of information pieces guides content selection for presentation.

Current salience estimation methods are designed to predict the top salient information in

the input texts and are accordingly trained from quite short reference summaries. In our

case, it is needed to model salience for all consolidated propositions extracted from the

multiple texts, as each might come up to be presented along the exploration session. Ac-

cordingly, we plan to design crowdsourcing protocols that will solicit ranking annotations

for samples of sentences or proposition fragments that span across all saliency levels. Based

on these annotations, we will develop ranking algorithms that will allow us to determine

relative salience levels when presenting incremental information along the interactive ses-

sion. Further, salience prediction should be adjusted dynamically along the session, based

on prior selections of the user. We plan to develop methods for such dynamic salience esti-

mation, based on click data that will be collected in experimental sessions with the system.

Text generation for abstractive generation is a complex task with current mediocre re-

sults in terms of coherence and accuracy of facts. Generating text from structured repre-

sentations has recently gained popularity. While our two presented generation approaches

each have their strengths and weaknesses, they mostly gave decent results when assuming

clean OKR structures as input. We will enhance our generation by taking the better of each

method and integrating new ones, and adapt to more noisy automatic OKR parsed input.

The ordering of the generated sentences will also be investigated. While we currently put

sentences on a timeline, perhaps grouping them by sub-categories would be constructive as

well.

Beyond revamping our abstractive summary sentence generation, we need to improve

the selection of the smaller units of information that are presented within the interaction

process. Here the challenge is to select and generate expansions that are both most in-

formative and fit naturally with the generated sentences that they expand. In addition, we
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would like to allow users to intuitively navigate the entire information space to find the

most valuable information from their personal perspective. To that end, we need to develop

algorithms for generating informative “hints” that will point the user at additional informa-

tion that can be explored (in the spirit of the keywords presented for folded sentences in the

current prototype).

The evaluation of our summaries is crucial for interpreting their effectiveness and rec-

ognizing where they can improve. The summarization field lacks high-quality methods of

evaluation. Using the few available standard metrics, which are geared for static summa-

rization, would not suffice in order to estimate the benefits of using an interactive system

to explore a large set of texts, and in general, there is no formal evaluation method of dy-

namic summaries. We will therefore further expand on our method of evaluation through

user studies, and explore the use of non-trained human users, including crowdsourcing, in

a controlled user-study experiment (a similar approach was recently taken by Christensen

et al. [2013]). These experiments will allow us to employ more granular metrics thus gain-

ing better insight into the performance of our models.

Finally, we believe that the integration of interactive summarization into any content

access system is inevitable. Therefore, our interactive abstractive method should be ported

to other domains and types of corpora. This work focused on the domain of event news

tweets, which has its own characteristics and properties influencing the conversion to struc-

tured data, and the methods used to present the generated interactive summary.

The abundance of content surrounding us that we must cope with is growing rapidly.

Explorative interactive summarization is an effective means of better controlling what we

consume as readers.
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Appendix A

Annotation Tool User Manual and

Samples

The Annotation Tool user manual is first attached, followed by a sample of an input and

its output after being annotated in the tool. The full output XML document can be seen at

http://u.cs.biu.ac.il/~shapiro1/thesis_msc_appendices/

annotationInputSample.anno.
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Input file 
1 

<name>:D0718.M.250.D.F 

Purchase  of  Pasqua  Coffee  that  year  added  56  outlets  in  Los  Angeles,  New  York  and  San  Francisco  . 
 

2 

<name>:D0718.M.250.D.A 

Starbucks  acquired  Pasqua  Coffee's  56  U.S.  outlets  . 
 

3 

<name>:D0718.M.250.D.B 

Starbucks  acquired  San  Francisco-based  Pasqua  Coffee,  adding  56  outlets  to  its  network  . 
 

4 

<name>:D0718.M.250.D.D 

They  bought  the  Pasqua  chain  of  56  coffee  stores  . 

 

Annotation tool screenshot 
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Annotation output XML (snippets) 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<root ver="5.2"> 
  <originalFile>C:\...\annotationInput.sentences</originalFile> 
  <time>1258000</time> 
  <sentences> 
    <currentSentenceID>1</currentSentenceID> 
    <sentence> 
      <id>1</id> 
      <name>D0718.M.250.D.F</name> 
      <progress>0</progress> 
      <tokens> 
        <token> 
          <id>0</id> 
          <str>Purchase</str> 
          <isIrrelevant>false</isIrrelevant> 
        </token> 
        <token> 
          <id>1</id> 
          <str>of</str> 
          <isIrrelevant>false</isIrrelevant> 
        </token> 
        <token> 
          <id>2</id> 
          <str>Pasqua</str> 
          <isIrrelevant>false</isIrrelevant> 
        </token> 
        <token> 
          <id>3</id> 
          <str>Coffee</str> 
          <isIrrelevant>false</isIrrelevant> 
        </token> 
        ... 
        <token> 
          <id>16</id> 
          <str>Francisco</str> 
          <isIrrelevant>false</isIrrelevant> 
        </token> 
        <token> 
          <id>17</id> 
          <str>.</str> 
          <isIrrelevant>false</isIrrelevant> 
        </token> 
      </tokens> 
    </sentence> 
    <sentence> 
      <id>2</id> 
      ... 
    </sentence> 
    ... 
  </sentences> 
  <typeManagers> 
    <typeManager> 
      <typeKind>Proposition</typeKind> 
      <lastEntailmentTypeIndex>6</lastEntailmentTypeIndex> 
      <types> 
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        <type> 
          <id>0</id> 
          <name>acquisition</name> 
          <attributor /> 
          <mentions> 
            <mention> 
              <id>0</id> 
              <sentenceId>1</sentenceId> 
              <comment></comment> 
              <tokens> 
                <token> 
                  <ind>0</ind> 
                  <word>Purchase</word> 
                </token> 
                <token> 
                  <ind>1</ind> 
                  <word>of</word> 
                </token> 
              </tokens> 
              <isExplicit>true</isExplicit> 
              <args> 
                <arg> 
                  <id>1</id> 
                  <description>When was something acquired?</description> 
                  <mention> 
                    <ID> 
                      <kind>Entity</kind> 
                      <typeID>1</typeID> 
                      <mentionID>0</mentionID> 
                    </ID> 
                  </mention> 
                </arg> 
                <arg> 
                  <id>3</id> 
                  <description>What was acquired?</description> 
                  <mention> 
                    <ID> 
                      <kind>Entity</kind> 
                      <typeID>0</typeID> 
                      <mentionID>0</mentionID> 
                    </ID> 
                  </mention> 
                </arg> 
              </args> 
              <isPronoun>false</isPronoun> 
            </mention> 
            <mention> 
              <id>1</id> 
              <sentenceId>2</sentenceId> 
              ... 
            </mention> 
            ... 
          </mentions> 
          <entailmentInfo> 
            <controls> 
              <control> 
                <id>0</id> 
                <text>Purchase of [a4] [a2]</text> 
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                <toolTipText>Purchase of [Pasqua Coffee] [that year]</toolTipText> 
                <location> 
                  <x>36</x> 
                  <y>129</y> 
                </location> 
              </control> 
              <control> 
                <id>1</id> 
                <text>[a3] acquired [a4]</text> 
                <toolTipText>[Starbucks] acquired [56 outlets] 
[Starbucks] acquired [Pasqua Coffee,]</toolTipText> 
                <location> 
                  <x>50</x> 
                  <y>37</y> 
                </location> 
              </control> 
              ... 
            </controls> 
            <connections> 
              <connection> 
                <type>0</type> 
                <control1>0</control1> 
                <control2>2</control2> 
              </connection> 
              ... 
            </connections> 
            <propositionArgs> 
              <arg> 
                <id>1</id> 
                <qasrl>When was something acquired?</qasrl> 
                <terms> 
                  <term>e1: 1998</term> 
                </terms> 
                <controls> 
                  <control> 
                    <id>0</id> 
                    <text>e1: 1998</text> 
                    <toolTipText></toolTipText> 
                    <location> 
                      <x>10</x> 
                      <y>10</y> 
                    </location> 
                  </control> 
                </controls> 
                <connections /> 
              </arg> 
              ... 
            </propositionArgs> 
          </entailmentInfo> 
        </type> 
        <type> 
          <id>1</id> 
          <name>added</name> 
          ... 
        </type> 
        ... 
      </types> 
    </typeManager> 
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    <typeManager> 
      <typeKind>Entity</typeKind> 
      <lastEntailmentTypeIndex>0</lastEntailmentTypeIndex> 
      <types> 
        <type> 
          <id>0</id> 
          <name>Pasqua Coffee</name> 
          <mentions> 
            <mention> 
              <id>0</id> 
              <sentenceId>1</sentenceId> 
              <comment></comment> 
              <tokens> 
                <token> 
                  <ind>2</ind> 
                  <word>Pasqua</word> 
                </token> 
                <token> 
                  <ind>3</ind> 
                  <word>Coffee</word> 
                </token> 
              </tokens> 
              <isPronoun>false</isPronoun> 
            </mention> 
            ... 
          </mentions> 
          <entailmentInfo> 
            ... 
          </entailmentInfo> 
        </type> 
        ... 
      </types> 
    </typeManager> 
  </typeManagers> 
</root> 
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Appendix B

Usability Study Event Questions

Formulation

This appendix first presents a document explaining the process of how the questions for

an event (comprised of 1̃00 tweets) were formulated, and then lists the six events used

in the comparative usability study with their tweets, questions and answers. The full list

of tweets can be seen at http://u.cs.biu.ac.il/~shapiro1/thesis_msc_

appendices/UsabilityStudyQuestions.pdf.
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Question writing and answering experience for six events 
  
The six events were chosen having met two criteria: containing at least 100 tweets 
and developing over a period of time. 
 
Principles of writing questions about the events have been defined. 
 
The six events were given to three questions writers, two events to each writer. 
 
Each questions writer read the original tweets and wrote around ten questions of 
general details and specific details. 
 
The questions have been evaluated by giving each writer questions from his two 
peers about two events he haven't read. 
 
Questions about one event were answered after reading the entire text without 
being able to look back at the text, and questions about the second event were 
answered while watching the text and the questions simultaneously. 
 
The duration of each event activity was measured. 
  
Results: 

1.      The average time for reading text and answering questions is 10 

minutes (8 minutes for reading all tweets and 2-3 minutes for answering 

questions) 

2.      There is considerable difficulty answering questions on specific details 

when the text is not available simultaneously. 

3.      Writing questions requires approximately one hour for each event. 

Conclusions: 
1.      Add a guideline for question writers to avoid using phrases from the text 

(to eliminate usage of "find") 

2.      Add a guideline for question writers to avoid giving hints in one question 

to answers for other questions 

3.      The experiment time limit should be around five minutes to read text 

and two minutes to answer questions. 
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Hurricane Sandy 

Tweets 

Hurricane Sandy's Intensity Fluctuates, Threatens East Coast States. 
Hurricane Sandy closes in on US East Coast. 
Hurricane Sandy lashes East Coast. 
Warnings Issued in East Coast States. 
Preparing for hurricane Sandy. 
Hurricane Sandy already killed 65 people! 
Worried for the people on the east coast battling hurricane Sandy 
praying for your safety. 
What state is Hurricane Sandy in? 
Hurricane Sandy Shuts Down East Coast. 
Hurricane Sandy heads for US after killing 59 in Caribbean. 
Coast Guard Long Island Sound units prepare for Hurricane Sandy. 
Hurricane Sandy way on the east coast . Dumb asses . 
preparing for hurricane Sandy. 
Hurricane sandy better be nice.. East coast stay safe.. 
East Coast Braces for Hurricane Sandy: .  
How to Prepare for Hurricane Sandy. 
East Coast Prepares For 'Perfect Storm'. 
Hurricane Sandy rumbles off east coast. 
hurricane sandy hitting hard on the east coast. 
Hurricane Sandy Damage. 

East Coast Braces for Hurricane Sandy. 
Hurricane Sandy gone, Caribbean mourns 58 dead. 
Hurricane Sandy is projected to hit the East Coast of the United States, 
from tonight to Wednesday. 
Hurricane Sandy eyes the East Coast. NYC prepares. 
hurricane sandy on the east coast. take care everyone! 
The East coast is on a hurricane sandy alert! 
Prepare for Hurricane Sandy: 
Hurricane Sandy begins battering the East Coast. 
[HealthWorks] Preparing for Hurricane Sandy Along the East Coast. 
US East Coast braced for Hurricane Sandy. 
Preparing for Hurricane Sandy. 
East Coast experiencing Hurricane Sandy. 
... 
US East Coast braces for Hurricane Sandy. 
hurricane sandy has already killed 60 people. 
Hurricane Sandy slogs toward U.S., 41 killed in Caribbean. 
Pray for the East Coast of the United States!Sandy. 
Has Hurricane Sandy killed Earthcam? 
East Coast prepares. 
Hurricane Sandy lashes East Coast - http://t.co/ziNZLMmA via 
East Coast Apple Stores Prepare For Hurricane Sandy. 

Questions and Answers 

1. Where did the cyclone hit? Caribbean, US east coast 
2. How many people were killed in the Caribbean? 21/58/62/65/69 
3. How many people were killed in US? 0 
4. What did FEMA urge east coast residents? To prepare for hurricane 
5. Were there widespread shutdowns in the east coast? Yes 
6. Indicate one preparation in the east coast. Healthcare providers 

 

Cyclone Nilan 

Tweets 
Depression moving towards North Tamil Nadu 
What havoc will cyclone Nilam wreak?  
Hurricane in Tamil Nadu and Andhra? Explains the incredible sky =D 
Heavy rains in Chennai; possible cyclone alert in Tamil Nadu 
Whats the name of cyclone to hit Tamil Nadu @ikaveri 
Cyclone threat to Andhra, Tamil Nadu coasts 
Southern states like Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh issue alert; heavy 
rains hit Tamil Nadu 
The 16-hour power cuts in Tamil Nadu 
ALL that a 'Power-LESS' Tamil Nadu needed now was a Cyclone. Stay 
safe   everyone! cyclone 
Cyclone threat to Andhra, Tamil Nadu coasts. 
Cyclone alert issued in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh 
Cyclone alert issued for Tamil Nadu and AP 
Cyclonic storm likely to intensify in Tamil Nadu, schools closed in 
Chennai - Yahoo! News India 
India Cyclone alert issued in Tamil Nadu, Andhra; heavy rains in 
Chennai 

Cyclone alert issued in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh; heavy rains in 
Chennai 
Now there is Cyclone Nilam hitting India. And then sandy . It seems 
nature is truly against humanity 
Tamil Nadu on cyclone alert after deep depression in Bay of Bengal 
Depression turns into cyclone, to cross Tamil Nadu-Andhra Pradesh 
coast tomorrow 
cyclone Neelam more likely to hit northern Tamil Nadu coast but 
Andhra Pradesh has also alerted its coastal districts. 
Cyclone Nilam Lurks off S. Indian Coast 
Cyclone Nilam to cross tamil nadu- andhra pradesh coast tomorrow 
Cyclone Nilam Lurks off South Indian Coast: Schools closed and 
fisherman told to stay out of the sea. 
Cyclone Nilam to hit Tamil Nadu at 100 kmph 
Tamil Nadu experiences heavy rainfall amidst fear of cyclone 
Cyclone Nilam is likely to cross the coast Nagapattinam in Tamil Nadu 
and Nellore in Andhra Pradesh tomorrow evening 
Cyclone Nilam to hit Tamil Nadu at 100 kmph:10 latest developments 
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cyclone NILAM gna hit tamil nadu :O wonder how dey end up gttn swt 
names for al the devastatn dy cause:/ 
To the people of India, sending best wishes as Tamil Nadu and Andhra 
Pradesh are bracing for Nilam  Cyclone 
... 
Cyclone Nilam hits TN, 15 sailors rescued, six missing 
NitishKumar Tamil Nadu: Cyclone Nilam weakens after displacing 
150K in India - India Today 

BBC News - Cyclone Nilam: India search for missing sailors 
Cyclone Nilam leaves Bangalore, India, chilled to the bone! 
Skymet India is using VizWeather to show the latest projections for 
Cyclone Nilam  
Cyclone Nilam leaves 11 dead in Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh | 
Bengal Newz 
4 dead, 5 missing as cyclone Nilam hits Tamil Nadu, Andhra: 

Topics 

The hitting of cyclone  
Meteorological details 
Casualties 
Caused results 

Questions and Answers 
1. Where did the cyclone hit? Tamil Nado coast 
2. How fast was the wind? 100/180kmph 
3. What lashed Tamil Nado? heavy rains 
4. What ran aground in Chennai? ships 
5. How many sailors were rescued? six 
6. How many people were killed? 1/2/8 
7. How many people were hit? 8000 
8. How many people were evacuated in India? 3800 
9. Did people go to school at Chennai? no 
10. When did the cyclone hit Mahabalipuram? 6:30 

 

Nigeria Bombing 

Tweets 
Nigeria: Suicide car bombing kills seven in Catholic church. 
BBC News - In pictures: Kaduna church bombing. 
AP on Kaduna bombing and reprisals: 
This people no dey taya? To what end? Another Church bombed in 
Kaduna. Just sad. 
Jonathan, Mark, Saraki Condemn Kaduna Catholic Church Blast. 
BREAKING NEWSExplosion rocks Kaduna Church. 
Kaduna bomb blast in church 2day. 
NEMA confirms eight dead in suicide bomb attack on Catholic church. 
Two suicide bombers attack church in Kaduna. 
At Least 3 Killed In Kaduna Church Bomb Blast. 
Bomb Blast Hits Catholic Church in Kaduna. 
Nearly 100 wounded killed in Nigeria suicide attack. 

1 Dead, Several Others Injured In St. Rita Catholic Church Suicide 
Bomb Attack. 
At least 8 killed and more than 100 wounded in suicide bombing of 
Catholic church. 
… 
Bomb hits Kaduna church | Daily Times Nigeria. 
Suicide attack at Nigeria church. 
Jonathan Condemns Kaduna Suicide Bombing. 
{Read,Comment &amp; RT} Two suicide bombers attack church in 
Kaduna. 
My condolences to victims of kaduna bomb blast. 
NAIJA TOP GIST: BREAKING NEWS!!!: Catholic Church Bombed In 
Kaduna This Morning. 

Questions and Answers 
1. In what city did the event occur? Kaduna, Nigeria 
2. What building was attacked? St. Rita Catholic Church 
3. What was happening in the attacked building during the attack? Mass 
4. What kind of attack occurred? Suicide attack 
5. How was the attack carried out? Car Blast 
6. How many attackers were there? Two 
7. What organization was behind the attack? Boko Haram 
8. How many victims were killed in the attack? Upto 20 
9. How many victims were wounded in the attack? Upto 145 
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10. Who condemned the attack? President Jonathan 
11. What response was there to the attack by civilians? Youth Christian mobs targeting Muslims 
12. What did police do after the attack? Patrols 

 

Wisconsin Spa Shooting 

Tweets 
Four Dead, Four Wounded in Wis. Spa Shooting 
SUSPECT FOUND DEAD]*** - 3 dead, 4 wounded in mass shooting at 
Wisconsin SPA 
mass shooting in brookfield wisconsin eotw sendingmylove 
secondhome 
"Four dead in Wisconsin salon shooting, including gunman - 
http://t.co/vnWwNaza Blogs" ( 
Gunman shoots 7 at Wisconsin spa:  
Brookfield shooter found dead inside spa | Waukesha County - WISN 
Home 
Three dead in Wisconsin spa shooting; gunman later killed himself. 
Spa shootings? 3 killsd?? OMG Wisconsin 
Suspect Still At Large After Wisconsin Shooting Leaves Three Dead 
And Four Wounded Suspected gunman Radcliffe F. Haugh 
Was at Brookfield Square yesterday. Can't imagine anyone wanting to 
shoot people at the spa. Nice place. 
Gunman Shoots 7, Kills 3 Inside Wisconsin Spa 
'Mass shooting' in Wisconsin spa.  Yet wisconsin is a safe state 
Obama offers condolences to Wisconsin officials after spa shooting 
Damn, a shooting at Brookfield Square 
Monday's from page: Fifth annual pumpkin launch, four dead in 
Wisconsin shooting. 
'Mass shooting' in Wisconsin spa: A number of people are feared to 
have been shot at a spa in Brookfield, Wisconsin, US media report. 
Wisconsin Spa Shooting - 4 Dead Including Gunman - 
http://t.co/8Q03foBX 
Three dead in shooting in Wisconsin spa 
Suspect in Wisconsin spa shooting found dead 
Brookfield Police Chief Dan Tushaus says 3 dead, 4 injured in spa 

shooting; IED found at scene. 
3 dead in Brookfield; shooter at large 
Update, Brookfield Wisconsin shooter killed 3 and himself, wounded 4 
others. Hospital expected to hold presser shortly. 
Wisconsin spa shooting suspect found dead. 
[zerohedge] Mass Shooting At Brookfield Square Mall In Wisconsin 
[OMG] Shooting Near Brookfield, Wisconsin Mall, At Least Seven 
Injured [Updated] 
Medical Examiners says spa shooter's wife among three women shot 
dead Sunday in Brookfield 
County dispatcher says 45-year-old suspect in fatal Wisconsin spa 
shooting found dead. 
... 
Wisconsin Shooting Suspect Allegedly Kills Four at Spa, Including 
Himself:  
Three killed in Wisconsin shooting at Brookfield spa - BBC News 
Damn 3 pronounced dead n the brookfield shooting 
Suspect 's Body Found After Wisconsin Shooting Leaves Three Dead 
And Four Wounded  VIA @IBtimes 
3 dead, 4 injured in Wisconsin spa shooting; manhunt underway 
A shooting in brookfield? Wow 
3 people have been killed in a US shooting at a Wisconsin spa 
Praying for the people in the shooting at Brookfield square tragedy 
Details on the Wisconsin day spa shooting; Radcliffe Haughton dead 
Shooting reported at Wisconsin spa 
Mass Shooting At Brookfield Square Mall In Wisconsin | ZeroHedge 
Suspect in Wisconsin spa shooting found dead | Fox News 
Three killed in day spa shooting in Brookfield, Wisconsin | 
http://t.co/6qcpoVHd: 

Questions and Answers 
1. In what city did the event occur? Brookfield, Wisconsin near Milwaukee 
2. Where did the event take place? Azana Spa near the Brookfield Square mall 
3. What kind of event occured? Shooting 
4. How many victims were killed in the event? 3 
5. How many victims were wounded in the event? 4 
6. How was the event carried out? A gunman shot people 
7. What was the name of the person who carried out the event? Radcliffe Haughton 
8. What did police do immediatelly after the event? Manhunt after the shooter 
9. What happened to the person who carried out the event? The gunman was found dead after killing himself 
10. How old was the person who carried out the event? 45 
11. Who was among the killed victims? The gunman's wife 
12. Who offered condolences to Wisconsin officials? Obama 

Burma 

Tweets 
Road to Paharpur Buddhist temple 
Muslim Rohingyas under "vicious" attack in Myanmar-rights group 

Burma acknowledges wave of deadly anti-Muslim violence 
via @guardian | ethnicviolence 
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Burma death toll rises in ethnic clashes 
The Voice Of Rohingya: Rohingyas floating in the river as dead fish 
HRW satellite images 'show Rakhine destruction' 
Human Rights Watch satellite images 'show Rakhine destruction': 
Rivers of Flavor 
'Many killed' in Burma violence. Muslims are being killed and noble 
peace prize winner ASK refuse to take notice.  
Burma images 'show mass burnings': 
Ethnic cleansing in Burma: Burma admits Rakhine destruction. 
At least 56 people killed and hundreds of homes torched since Sunday; 
clashes spread in Burma's Rakhine state. 
Burma Rights Group Captures Burma's Ethnic Cleansing by Satellite 
Reporting - Phuketwan 
Buddhist Detachment for the Western Mind 
According to the UN, the Rohingya People are one of the most 
persecuted minorities in the world. 
unprecedented wave of ethnic (=religious) violence in Burma has 
targeted country's Rohingya Muslim population 
At least 112 people killed and scores more wounded in wave of 
communal violence between Muslims &amp; Buddhists in Myanmar. 
humanrights 

HRW satellite images of destruction in one town hit by communal fighting 
in Rakhine state burma rohingya 
Rohingyas not welcome in Bangladesh 
A Muslim minority in Burma were attacked by Buddhists. We really are in 
trouble when Buddhists are attacking people over religion. 
56 dead in new ethnic violence in Myanmar 
UN "gravely concerned" about resurgence of sectarian violence in 
Burma's Arakan State 
Muslim Rohingyas under "vicious" attack in Myanmar: rights group 
… 
Amid ethnic tension, 56 die in burned homes in Burma 
Wa to issue statement on Monday 
Myanmar steps up security after sectarian clashes kill 7 
How do you sleep if your neighbor still hungry and they were killing 
AseanView Rohingya Burma 
on the day of Eid 41 killed in Afgan, 5 dead &amp; several injured in 
Syria, Rohingya Muslims attack in Burma, Masjid Burning in SL. 
Thousands displaced by ethnic violence in Burma 
Burma official says 56 dead, almost 2,000 houses torched in latest ethnic 
violence 
Posted "Latest Images from Burma on the Rohingya Crisis" on Rohingya 
project. Join the discussion! restles 

Questions and Answers 
1. In which country are the events taking place? Burma / Myanmar 
2. In which city are the events taking place? Rakhine state 
3. What is the name of the temple? Paharpur Buddhist temple 
4. What is the name of the involved minority? Rohingya 
5. What is the religion of the involved minority? Muslim 
6. What is the religion of the involved majority ? Buddhist 
7. What is the largest number of people reported killed? 112 
8. How many homes were torched? 2000 
9. How many victims are on hunger strike? 400 
10. Where is the hunger strike taking place? Sittwe 
11. Does Burma's leader deny the attacks? No 

 
 

Maine Earthquake 

Tweets 
An Earthquake centered in Maine? 
Here in Falmouth 
we had a earthquake in maine tonight. crazy 
4.5 earthquake hits Maine 
Portland, MAINE just got hit with a 4.5 earthquake. And California gets 
a 2.0. WTF is up with that?! 
felt earthquake here. 4.6 in Hollis center ,Maine. 
Just felt earthquake from maine here in needham mass! 
Felt this!! RT @cnnbrk: A preliminary magnitude 4.6 earthquake hit 
near Hollis Center, Maine at 7:12 p.m. EST.  
USGS reports Magnitude 4.6 earthquake in Maine 
Man. RT @Reuters: Magnitude 4.5 earthquake strikes Maine, felt in 
Boston 
Maine just experienced a 4.6 earthquake. Brother in Boston felt it. 
Earthquake in Maine Rattles New England States - ABC News 
@DealsPlus 
yo yo yo RT @USAnewswire:Magnitude 4.0 earthquake centered in 
Maine felt here in Connecticut (map) - New Haven Register 
4.6 Earthquake In Maine  
strikes west of Hollis Center: 
Earthquake in Maine dam 
Maine earthquake rattles New England 
Earthquake in Maine felt through Massachusetts 
Earthquake in Maine 
Maine earthquake rocks New Hampshire 
4.6 magnitude earthquake in Maine. This is why I can't live in New 
England. 
Twitter is lighting up over Maine earthquake 

guys please just watch the news. yes it was an earthquake. it was in 
maine, 4.5 magnitude 
whead, Maine. Felt as far south as southern CT, west to NY state. 
hardball 
Maine Earthquake Rattles Connecticut Homes 
Maine just had an earthquake. I'm not crazy it was an earthquake!! 
Maine Earthquake 2012: Quake Rattles New England, Felt In Boston 
And Other Cities 
4.5 Magnitude earthquake just west of Portland, Maine, felt in and 
around Boston. BreakingNews 
4.5 earthquake in Maine 
IDontHaveTimeFor earthquakes in maine 
the earthquake was in Maine , ppl always overreact 
Moderate earthquake strikes Maine, felt in Boston:  
Magnitude 4.6 earthquake centered in Maine felt here in Connecticut - 
New Haven Register 
A 4.5 magnitude earthquake reported about 6 miles SW of Lake 
Arrowhead, Maine, at depth of 16 miles beneath service. 
There was an Earthquake in my home-state Maine! NOWHERE IS 
SAFE! 
the earthquake was a 4.5 located in arrowhead lake, Maine 
Dan's the best. MT @Boston_to_a_T  @MikeMiccoli 4.5 Magnitude 
earthquake hits 20 miles W of Portland Maine 
... 
Earthquake in Maine !!? O.o 
It originally occurred at Maine. The earthquake was of 4.6 magnitude, 
strong enough to be felt by the neighbouring states. 
M4.0 Earthquake near Maine. 
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4.0 earthquake centered in Maine rattles New England - 
Rare earthquake in Maine rattles New England states 
A 4.6 earthquake in Maine??? 
Hope everyone in Maine is okay earthquake 
There was a earthquake in maine Wtf Omg 

An earthquake is recorded in Maine of 4.6 magnitude 
Earthquake in Maine rattles New England states 
We felt an earthquake from maine!! 
Maine earthquake felt across New England 
4.0 earthquake shakes Maine, felt in Boston | http://t.co/bpnypXSl 

 

Questions and Answers 
1. What was the magnitude of the Earthquake? 4.6 
2. Which state was hit by the Earthquake? Maine 
3. Which city was near the center of the Earthquake? Portland 
4. When was the Earthquake? 7:12 PM 
5. Was the Earthquake felt at Boston? Yes 
6. Was the Earthquake felt at Washington? No 
7. How far was the epicenter of the earthquake from Boston? 92 Miles 
8. What Lake was near the earthquake center? Arrowhead 
9. What was the depth of the earthquake? 16 miles 
10. Write down all places reported feeling the earthquake Falmouth, Portland, Hollis center, Needham, Boston, Maine, 

New England States, Portland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Concord, Gardiner, Cape Cod 
11. How many people were injured? None 
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תקציר
עומס עם שלנו היום־יומית ההתמודדות עבור הכרחיים כלים הם תוכן של ואקספלוראציה תמצות

חדישה גישה עבור מערכת של ואב־טיפוס ראשונה חקר מציגה זו עבודה וגובר. שהולך מידע של יתר

שיטות טקסטים. של רב מספר של ׳פתוח׳ מידע יצוג סכימת על שמבוסס אינטראקטיבי תימצות של

את לחשוף יכול שלנו התימצות אך המקור, טקסטי של סקירת־על מספקות לרוב תימצות של כלליות

רשימתי תימצות נותנת שלנו המערכת אינטראקטיביות. בשיטות הדרגתית בצורה בטקסטים המידע כל

מכן ולאחר ביותר, החשוב המידע את לקבל כל קודם מאפשר ובכך אינטראקציה, של מכניזמים ומשלב

נוספים. פרטים לגלות

של מאוסף חזרתי מידע מייצג שלנו התימצות למערכת כתשתית משתמשים שאנו המידע יצוג

אותנו משמשות אלה תכונות מובנית. בצורה הטקסט תוכן כל את ונותן החזרות את ממזג הוא טקסטים.

על נעשה הזה המבנה יצירת המקור. בטקסטי שנמצא המידע כל את לחסוף שיכול התמצות ליצירת

איזכורים של (איחוד קורפרנציאליות שיטות בעזרת מהטקסטים, שחולצו מידע פיסות שמאחדים כך ידי

מומחיות למתייגות שסייע הייצוג, של הספציפיקאציה על שמבוסס לאנוטאציה כלי פיתחנו דומים).

חדשותיים. ארועים על טוויטים של קבוצות המייצגים מבנים של נתונים ערכת לייצר

תימצות משפטי לייצר כדי המובנה המידע על טבעית שפה הפקת של בשיטות נעזרים אנו

את לנו בונים האלה המופקים המידע חלקי התימצות. עבור משלים מידע ומחלצים אבסטרקטיים,

המידע. של אקספלורציה שמאפשרת ייעודית ווב באפליקציית מציגים שאנו האינטראקטיבי התמצות

המתוייגים. הייצוג מבני עם שלנו האינטראקטיבי התמצות של האב־טיפוס על שימוש מבחני ערכנו

המשכיות את ומניעים טקסטים, של אקספלורציה עבור המערכת שימושיות את רומזים אלה מחקרים

נוספות. תכונות והוספת קיימות, קומפוננטות של שיפור ידי על הזה הפרויקט
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יעל וד״ר דגן עידו פרופ׳ של בהדרכתם נעשתה זו עבודה
בר-אילן. אוניברסיטת של המחשב למדעי המחלקה מן אמסטרדמר



בר-אילן אוניברסיטת

אינטראקטיבי תמצות ידי על טקסטים של אקספלורציה

שפירא אורי

מוסמך תואר קבלת לשם מהדרישות כחלק מוגשת זו עבודה
בר-אילן אוניברסיטת של המחשב למדעי במחלקה
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